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Abstract—In this paper we address safety and scalability as the
main challenges that are still existing for decision making policies
based on reinforcement learning (RL) to be applied for automated
driving. We show how Deep-sets structure which was used before
for automated lane changes can also solve dynamic order and
input variations for the RL agents used at occluded intersections
where the number of lanes and vehicles can be different at
different scenarios. According to our evaluation results, deepsets DQN can learn an optimal policy faster, and becomes more
stable comparing with the normal DQN agent.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
One of the most important challenges for automated driving
is providing a safe and scalable policy which can handle
complex situations with low or high traffic density and also
different environments. In reality, there are several types of
uncertainties that need to be considered for the decision
making policy in order to generate safe and robust actions.
These uncertainties can come from partial observation of the
automated vehicle mainly because of sensor occlusions or unknown drivers intention. Reinforcement Learning is a suitable
framework for learning optimal decisions for complex robotics
tasks including automated vehicles [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
This framework helps to learn long term optimal decisions for
different scenarios in automated driving such as yielding in an
occluded intersection [1, 2, 3, 4, 8] or lane changes in highway
[5, 6, 7] .
In this work we focus on automated driving at un-signalized
intersections where the ego vehicle needs to yield to vehicles
which are close to the intersection and leave when they are far
enough. We try to address some main challenges that prevent
reinforcement learning based policies to be applied in real
world for such scenario. These challenges can be summarized
as:
• Dynamic inputs: The number of cars, intersecting lanes
and also their order inside the state representation can
be different from the training data which can result
in catastrophic decisions. Therefore, the learned policy
should be scalable and robust to these changes.
• Partial observation in the environment: Because of occlusions some vehicles are not visible for the decision
making policy. Also the intention of drivers (like being

cooperative or aggressive) is unknown. Therefore, the
learned policy should be able to handle such uncertainties in its inputs and provide safe but not conservative
decisions.
B. Related Works
Figure 1 depicts the whole scenario and parameters we use
in order to represent the state for our decision making agent
as presented before in [8]. The main advantage of such state
representation is that it can model different situations that can
happen for an automated driving car at an occluded intersection. However, in contrast to grid based representation which
assume a fixed 2d array for modeling the whole intersection as
proposed in [1], the length of such representation depends on
the maximum number of elements that can exist in the scenario
and can be very big for dense traffics at complex intersections
where a huge number of vehicles are driving at an intersection
with three or four intersecting lanes. Such huge state vector
can result in a big DQN network in order to process the
list of all cars and can cause overfitting problems. Another
problem that arises when using the standard architecture is
the permutation of the input elements. In complex situations
it is often not possible to form a uniform order of the elements
within the input vector. Even if the problem is independent of
the permutation of the elements, this will still lead to a higher
learning complexity.
The deep sets architecture was developed to solve the
problem of dynamic inputs for neural networks for general
machine learning tasks in [9]. In [7] the idea of deep sets was
used in the context of reinforcement learning for automated
driving, where the agent had to learn optimal lane change
decisions in highway scenario.
C. Contribution
In this paper, we propose a new architecture for the intersection scenario where the reinforcement learning agent can process data for multiple vehicles and also different intersection
lanes using deep sets structure suited for the state modeling
shown in Figure 1. We show how the deep-sets architecture fits
very well to such state representation which categorizes input
data into vehicles, lanes and ego vehicle information. Being
permutation invariant and independent from the size of input

based DQN model, we can increase the maximum number of
input elements to a big number (maximum 16 vehicles and 4
lanes) because the input space dedicated for the DQN model
does not depend on the size of input elements anymore.
B. Deep-set based State Processing

Figure 1: Overview of the yielding scenario we consider in our
work and parameters used for state representation. Blue car is
ego vehicle and red cars are relevant vehicles. Some cars are
occluded and not visible to the ego vehicle. White car which
has no potential conflict zone with the ego lane is discarded.

data, deep-sets architecture can help to learn a scalable and
generic policy which is robust to the input order and stable at
different traffic densities.
Moreover, we introduce yielding policies based on distributional reinforcement learning which can learn return distributions for each action instead of its expected value that
can help to provide more robust policy against environment
uncertainties.
II. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
A. State Representation
Using the model shown in Figure 1 for a scene at an
occluded intersection with arbitrary number of intersecting
lanes and vehicles, the state used to represent that scene is
defined as below:
ego
vehicles
lanes
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Such state representation has been previously used in [8] for
a list based DQN architecture which assumes fixed number of
input elements for cars and intersecting lanes. In that work,
in maximum 5 vehicles and 4 lanes could be provided for
the network and in case of having more vehicles, a criticality
function will specify which vehicles are more important and
should be represented for the DQN. However, in our deep-sets

In a deep-sets based state processing architecture, the state
st = (xstatic , Xdyn ) is divided into a static and a dynamic
part. The static part xstat corresponds to the values of the
state which are used in the same way in every situation. In
our intersection scenario the static part of the state refers to the
information about the ego vehicle such as its distance to the
stop-line, distance to the goal and its velocity. This information
is processed by φego network and then concatenated with
processed information from dynamic inputs. The dynamic part
Xdyn = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] consists of the vectors of the n objects
and can vary in size as well as in the permutation of the objects. In the intersection scenario, dynamic input refers to the
information about vehicles and also intersecting lanes which
can be different at each situation. The deep sets architecture
only applies to the dynamic part which consists of the neural
networks φ and ρ and a permutation-invariant operator. We
dedicate two deep-sets architectures for the two dynamic input
categories at intersection scenario Xdyn = (Xveh , Xlane )
which are vehicles’ input Xveh and intersecting lanes Xlane .
Therefore, all vehicles and lanes data are processed as follows:
ψveh (Xveh ) = ρveh (
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φveh (vehi ), φego (xstatic ))

vehi ∈Xveh

(1)
ψlane (Xlane ) = ρlane (

X

φlane (lanei ), φego (xstatic ))

lanei ∈Xlane

(2)
Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the proposed deep-sets
architecture in order to process static and dynamic parts of
the input state. In contrast to [7] which only provide static
input for the last layer connected to the DQN network, we
provide processed information of static input ( φego (xstatic ))
for each input category processing network (ρveh and ρlane )
which help to process dynamic input data relative to the ego
state at the intersection. In our implementation we used sum
of vectors as the permutation invariant operator, but any other
permutation invariant such as polling could also be used.
C. Reward Function
The reward function we used in our DQN is designed in
order to punish collisions and motivate fast but safe driving
through the intersection. For that purpose, we use this reward
function:


−1 on collision,
r(t) = 1
(3)
on success,


0
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Figure 2: Proposed Deep-sets architecture with the neural networks φveh and ρveh for processing vehicles’
data and φlane ,
L
ρlane for processing information of intersecting lanes. The permutation invariant operator is shown as .

D. Action Space
As proposed in [8], for automated driving at occluded
intersections we can learn a policy generating high level
actions instead of vehicle acceleration control commands. For
that, three actions as high level decisions are defined for our
RL algorithm:
• Stop: By this action, the ego vehicle should reach zero
velocity as fast as possible. It can interpreted as a giveway high level action at the intersection where ago
vehicle should yield to other vehicles which are close
to the intersection.
• Drive slow: The ego vehicle should reach a fixed slow
velocity (1 m/s) meaning that the situation is still unclear
and it should drive slowly to gather more information.
• Drive fast: The ego vehicle should reach a fixed high
velocity (5 m/s) meaning that there is no vehicle or it
can get way from other vehicles which are far from the
intersection.
E. Implicit Quantile Networks (IQN)
We model the scenario of automated driving at intersection
as a Markov Decision Process (S, A, R, P, γ) where S and
A are state and action spaces and R is the reward function
as discussed in previous sections. P is the transition function
as P r(.|st , at ) and γ is the discount factor and is a value
between 0 and 1. Assuming agent is following a policy π, the
future return for each action at at each state st is defined as
Z π (st , at ) and the expected value of this random variable is
defined as the value function of the policy:
Qπ (st , at ) := EZ π (st , at ) = E[ΣTi=t γ (i−t) r(si , ai )],
st ∼ P (.|st−1 , at−1 ), at ∼ π(.|st )

(4)

One of the main difficulties with the DQN approach is
tuning the reward function in order to prevent risky behaviors
and motivate those safe actions that also provide higher

utility. The policy learned this way would definitely perform
more stable and safer in reality where several uncertainties
can occur even when they are slightly different from the
training environment. However, due to the fact that DQN
tries to maximize expected future return and neglects return
distributions, there are always some situations where safety
is sacrificed in order to have higher utility. In order to solve
this problem and provide risk aware policies that are able to
distinguish between risky actions with higher average utility
and safe actions which may have lower average utility, we
use distributional reinforcement learning. Therefore, instead
of learning expected value for future returns of each action as
Q(st , a) = E[Z(st , a)], the agent learns return distributions
(Z(st , at )). Such implementation helps to learn a more robust
policy which is less sensitive to hyperparameter changes.
Among different variations of distributional reinforcement
learning that have been proposed like categorical distribution
for fixed set of equidistant points (C51) [10], quantile regression (QR_DQN) [11], we use Implicit Quantile Network (IQN)
[12] in order to estimate return distributions. This approach
does not require fixed output distribution range since it learns
the quantile function FZ−1 (τ ) for the return as the random
variable Z where τ is a uniform sample τ ∼ U ([0, 1]).
III. E VALUATIONS
A. Simulation Environment
For simulating the intersection scenario with occlusions we
used Carla simulator [13] and selected one of un-signalized
intersections where the ego vehicle should drive at one intersection with up to four intersecting lanes with different
number of vehicles. Training phase consists of more than
5000 episodes. At the beginning of each training episode, ego
vehicle and random number of other vehicles are positions
at random distances from the intersection. Each vehicle has
random desired speed and is randomly assigned to drive on one
of intersection lanes. Also for each episode, a virtual obstacle
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Figure 3: Top view images from the simulation used for training. Images are from one episode where ego vehicle (red vehicle)
stops behind stop line in order to yield to other vehicles (image left). In the middle image it starts driving through the intersection
and reaches the goal point (right image). Some vehicles are not visible for the reinforcement learning agent because they are
occluded by the virtual obstacle which is randomly generated for each episode.

Figure 4: Examples of four different scenarios generated by our simulator for evaluating the proposed approach. For each
intersection, number of lanes, location and size of obstacles are randomly generated. Red vehicle is the ego vehicle which
should give way to the blue vehicles. Light blue cars are not visible for the ego vehicle due to sensor occlusion from obstacles
(green areas) or from other vehicles. Gray rectangles show the phantom vehicles located at the maximum visible distance on
each lane.

with random size and offset from intersection is generated
in order to affect the sensor visibility. We assume maximum
70 meters visibility range and create the visibility polygon
around vehicle position which is cut due to this obstacle
(Figure 3). The position of stop line and also geometry of
all intersection lanes are mapped to be used for situation
representation as explained before. See [14] for some videos
about the simulation environment and scenarios.
We also used our own abstract simulator for occluded
intersections which is much faster and different intersections
with multiple number of lanes and vehicles can be generated
during training. Figure 4 depicts some examples of top view
images from this simulator.
B. Impact of Deep-sets Architecture
Compared to the standard network architecture, the deep
sets architecture has proven to be significantly more advantageous for our application. The deep sets based DQN
has significantly smaller size and fewer parameters to learn
comparing to the normal DQN and therefore it could be trained
much faster. The highest reward of the standard architecture
could be achieved with deep sets with almost half of the
training time. At the same time, a policy could be learned
through the deep sets architecture that is faster without taking
a significantly higher risk (Figure 5). While with the standard
architecture the training time was already longer even for five

Figure 5: Comparing average evaluation steps for standard
DQN and Deep-sets based DQN.

observed vehicles, a policy for up to eight considered vehicles
was learned without any problems using deep sets. Due to the
fact that deep sets structure does not assume fixed number
of input vehicles, the learned policy could even perform
reasonable when the number of vehicles at the intersection
is much higher.
C. Return Distributions using IQN Approach
We utilized Implicit Quantile Networks (IQN) in order
to learn return distributions in our intersection environment.

[4]

[5]
Figure 6: An example of learned distributions for the IQN
agent (left image) at one state of the intersection (right image).
Ego vehicle (blue) should decelerate in order to prevent a
potential collision with the red car coming from the left side.
[6]
Figure 6 shows an example of learned distributions for each
action at one specific situation. In this situation, the ego vehicle
(blue) should decelerate since a fast vehicle from left side is
entering the intersection and therefore the return for decelerate
action is higher than other actions.

[7]

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we showed how deep-sets architecture can
solve scalability issue and sensitivity to the input variations for
the reinforcement learning agents used for automated driving
at intersections. We proposed an architecture that does not
depend on the number of vehicles and intersecting lanes at
the intersection and can help to learn a policy which is more
robust and less conservative but still safe. Using IQN approach
in order to estimate return distributions instead of expected
returns, we showed how it can help to learn risk aware policies
which can prevent worst case outcomes using the learned
distributions.
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